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to get the little Ford up, everyone had to get out and
shove till his heart cracked, and all passers-by were
pressed into the service. The commandeered Arab
seldom stuck it out for long, but the Egyptian soldier
or servant was indefatigable.
Rain was still falling, but it was not too wet for
us to stop and look back at the wonderful view
which greets you when you reach the summit of
the Negab. Stretching away below for twenty
miles lies the Guwera amphitheatre, with its blocks
of sandstone cliff standing up from the level plain ;
high above these on the farther side tower the
ethereal mountains of Rum, their weathered peaks
scoured white like snow ; and on the right you look
right across over the granite hills of the Wady Ittm
and the mysterious depths of the Wady Araba to
the distant hills of Sinai.
In all the months that followed I was never in so
great a hurry to get up or down the Negab—and I
think I was always in a hurry—that I could not stop
for a few minutes as we did that day to look at the
view.
A five-mile run along the plateau brought us to
Aba'l Lissan, where a few scattered tents in a fold
of the boulder-strewn downs marked the head-
quarters of the Northern Arab Army. It was still
pouring with rain, and all three of us were soaked.
We huddled into Feisal's bell tent and squatted
down dripping, Lawrence on the ground, Dawnay
on a camp chair, and myself by FeisaPs side on the
camp, bed. The middle of the tent floor, round the
pole, was uncarpeted and strewn with cigarette
butts. The rest of the floor was covered with rugs
and matting, which our dirty boots soon covered
with mud, to which even Lawrence contributed, as,

